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The vernacular houses are based on the agricultural civilization. Basically, it’s a 
living architectural form that related people’s daily lives. Also, we can easily to see 
the history and local specialties in a specific place. With the development of the 
economy, more and more scholars have realized the importance of vernacular houses. 
With further research, scholars have begun to focus on the research of vernacular 
house and its cultural studies. On my point of view, Changting vernacular house is an 
important part of Chinese traditional architecture and cultural heritage as well. 
Dwelling style is a significant mark of culture identity. Hakka people usually live 
together, Changting vernacular house not only inherit the culture of the olden days but 
also accumulated and absorbed the outstanding culture of the Central Plains in 
southward migration process, and it also combined the geomorphology and features in 
Minxi, the wisdom and all the efforts Hakka people have made together; It’s a symbol 
and means a great deal to Chinese nation. In this essay, I narrated the forms of 
Changting vernacular house and its cultural background. In order to find the 
similarities with modern architecture and innovation, I analyzed the development, 
evolution, building layout, building space sequence, building facades modeling, and 
so on. Based on the research, our goal is to create more architecture forms and make it 
better and better.  
The features of this essay are as below: 
1. Visiting Changting to get the first-hand research information 
2. Summarizing the plane forms, dimensional styles, and space distributes through 
the analysis of Changting vernacular houses.  
3. Generalizing the basic architectural forms and traditional dwelling protection of 
Changting vernacular houses, to supplement the “The modern architectural 
theoretical framework of Fujian Province”. 
The essay includes around 65 pieces of picture and the text is about 50,458 words. 
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